HU SERIES

HAMMER UNION
WRENCH

Torq/Lite’s patented HU Series clamping wrench is designed specifically to work on Hammer Union connections
while eliminating the need for the hammer the connection
is named for.
With two different models, the HU Series wrenches are
capable of fitting all registered Hammer Union sizes. The
easy-to-latch head makes installation and set-up very simple, and the spring-loaded action provides nearly completely hands-free operation.
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The head features the same patented open-gate design as Torq/Lite’s JN Series wrenches, but
has a spring-latch feature that makes applying and removing the tool very simple. Fixed to the
inside of the head are the jaws, used to clamp the pipe.

The safety increases exponentially when you remove a hammer from a situation and add a tool
that does not require a dangerous swinging motion to operate.

The HU Series uses jaws inside the head to clamp to the application and turn it as it advances.
These jaws are interchangeable and different sizes can be applied to the same head, allowing
a user much more range from one tool, resulting in cost savings over time.

Throughout their lifespan, the Hammer Union lugs can take a lot of beatings - literally. The HU
Series reduces the impact on those lugs and eliminates the damage caused by the hammers,
saving replacement time and costs.

The adjustable reaction arm allows the HU Series to fit all registered Hammer Union connections with only two different tool models.

Once the tool is applied to the Hammer Union connection, the operator does not need to use
his hands to hold the tool in place. Additionally, the tool has an optional handle that can be
attached, so that if the operator so chooses, he can hold the tool safely.

Since the operator is not striking a hammer, the load is able to be applied to the connection in a
stable, constant, and controlled manner.
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HEIGHT

WIDTH

REACTION
BAR WIDTH

“SPLIT HEAD”
RANGE

WEIGHT WITH
HEAD

HU-3

9⅞”

8⅛”

3½”

2¼”

1¾” - 4⅛”

19 lbs.

*The HU Series wrench will work will any standard torque wrench pump, eliminating
the need to purchase a special unit to operate it.
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